Let iX, 03, ¿il) be a measure space, with ¿u, a finite nonnegative measure, and let/":X->R, n = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , be an orthonormal system on iX, 03, fi), (i.e. fHEL2iX, 03, p) with fxfnfmdp = ôm,"). Let cn ER, n = \, 2, • • • , and define s" by s"(x) = XXi c,f,ix). Then the classical result of Menchoff states that s" converges a.e. as n-> », provided ]Cn=i cn (log «)2<<». Menchoff also showed that for a general orthonormal system this is the best result possible. For particular orthonormal systems we can get better results; for example, if X=T, and M = Lebesgue measure on T, and /"(x)=cos nx, or /n(x) =sin nx, then it follows from the famous result of Carleson that sn converges a.e. as n->°o provided T^Li cn< °°. In a preprint of a paper to appear in Acta. Math. Acad. Sei. Hungar., G. Alexits and A. Sharma prove a similar result for uniformly bounded multiplicatively orthogonal systems. (We say {<pn}"=i is a uniformly bounded multiplicatively orthogonal system on (A", 03, p) if <pnEL°°iX, 03, p) with ||^»||«o^-W for some M and all n, and if given any m = 1, 2, • • • , and i^vi<v2< ■ ■ ■ <vm, then fx<Pv1 • • ■.£,", dju = 0.) Alexits and Sharma prove the following:
Theorem.
Let {<pn}™~i be a uniformly bounded multiplicatively orthogonal system on iX, 03, n). Let cnER, n = 1, 2, • • -, aw¿ /eí 5"(x) -Xl"-i c,ipvix). Then s" converges a.e. as n-* i provided 2»-i c«< "^.
The proof of this theorem by Alexits and Sharma involves some difficult constructions;
we give here a short and simple proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that | <p"(x) | ^ 1 for all xEX and for all n. Let {^"i^.o be the product system associated with {<pn}"".i; i.e. Define n(x) to be the least index such that sn(X)(x) =maxiS,s" s,(x).
We have I í»(i)(x) aVt(*) = I Z <*<*(0 I S 4'Àx)gA0 duix) cUo(t) = 2 Eft) 1 E tkix)My) dpix) dpiy) (using (2)) \ *=i J J xJ X *~0 = 2 ( ¿ ft) J J Mx)My) dp(x) dp(y) (using (1)) = 2(±ft)UX)]2.
Hence we have II *»<*)(*) ¿/«(*) < 2 (Eft)kX)]2.
It is well known that such an estimate is sufficient in order to prove the theorem.
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